
DASSAI NIGORI JMI DAIGINJO 45 KIKUSUI PERFECT SNOW
Unlike most other Nigori sakes, this sake is not 
too sweet and leaves no thick finish. Instead, this 
nigori sake is a full-flavored, refreshing semi-dry 
sake.

Kikusui Perfect Snow boasts a full-bodied 
sweetness coupled with the subtle texture of the 
moromi granules. It has a high alcohol content of 
21% and a crisp, dynamic flavor. Perfect Snow is 
pure, unadulterated sake which has not been 
diluted with water allowing you to enjoy the pure 
sake flavor.

Alcohol: 16-17%                                                           
Brewer (Location): JAPAN

Alcohol: 21%                                                           
Brewer (Location):NIIGATA,  JAPAN

ITEM#1219A, 12/300ML; #1220A, 12/720ML ITEM#2558, 12/300ML; #1872, 30/180ML (CAN)

KUROSAWA NIGORI NAGARAGAWA SPARKING NIGORI
A light and fruity nose with creamy “UMAMI" 
flavor. Discover the best of premium sweetness in 
this sake. No artificial flavor added. All natural 
sweetness with a mild sourness. Easy-drinking 
sake with low alcohol.

Nagaragawa is the river that has been a central 
fishing spot for 1300 years - this water ultimately 
finds its way into Komachi Shuzo's underground 
well water. They are the proud winners of several 
competitions, and are often featured on 
magazines due to their high quality sake and skill 
level in brewing. 

Alcohol: 8%                                                           
Brewer (Location): JAPAN

Alcohol: 17-18%                                                           
Brewer (Location):GIFU,  JAPAN

ITEM#574, 12/300ML; #575, 6/720ML ITEM#1255, 12/300ML

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING NIGORI TAMANOHIKARI SASA NIGORI
With a refreshing acidity and gorgeous aroma, 
Hakkaisan Sparkling Nigori is certainly enjoyable 
as an aperitif, but this popular sake can be 
enjoyed many ways. Try pairing with rich or spicy 
dishes as well as fruits and dessert.

A Nigori Sake, reminiscent of melting snow. With 
a soft mouthfeel, characteristic of nigori, this 
Sake also features the refreshing acidity of a 
Junmai Ginjo that pairs well with a meal. 
Available in limited quantity.

Alcohol: 14.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location):NIIGATA,  JAPAN

Alcohol: 15.4%                                                           
Brewer (Location):KYOTO,  JAPAN

ITEM#2581, 12/360ML ITEM#1827, 6/720ML

YAEGAKI CLOUD NIGORI YAEGAKI NIGORI
Yaegaki Cloud Nigori has a refreshing and milky 
smooth texture that is quite unlike any other 
nigori. With a fresh sweetness that is not too 
cloying, it pairs perfectly with food that has fuller 
or spicy flavors.
This California local premium nigori is best 
enjoyed chilled.

Opaque, creamy white-ivory color. Aromas of 
freshly sliced red radish, white peppercorn, and 
ripe pineapple husk with a lightly chunky, fruity 
medium body and a mango, chalk, and pineapple 
sauce finish. 2012 BTI World wine Championships 
81 pts.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location); CA, USA

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location); CA, USA

ITEM#589, 12/300ML ITEM#515, 12/720ML; #535, 12/300ML

YAEMON NIGORI TSUKI AKARI KIKUMASAMUNE KINUSHIRO NIGORI
The name Tsuki Akari stems from its pale 
moonlight hue. Tsuki Akari has gentle aroma 
profile of malted rice with a mixture of subtle 
fruitiness completed with the well-balanced 
acidity and sweetness. Recommended as an 
aperitif but also pairs will with richly flavored 
dished.

Silky smooth and smartly chic in a chic frosted 
glass bottle, Kinushiro is a Junmai grade nigori 
sake with a clean and refreshing aftertaste and a 
full but elegant character.

Alcohol: 16.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location); FUKUSHIMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 10%                                                           
Brewer (Location):HYOGO,  JAPAN

ITEM#1551, 12/300ML ITEM#2769, 6/500ML



SHO CHIKU BAI SHO GINJO NIGORI SHO CHIKU BAI NIGORI SILKY MILD
The nose of this fetching, Ginjo Nigori is soft, but 
filled with delectable fruit. Enjoy the flavors of 
cantaloupe, watermelon, banana and pineapple 
accented by traces of vanilla and walnut. The 
palate is decadent, having a soft, grainy texture, 
and a delightful sweetness. Flavors include 
marshmallow, vanilla, cardamom, sweetened 
milk, melon, ripe pear and strawberry.

Nigori Silky Mild emits the fruity aromas and 
flavors of ripe banana, vanilla, melon, strawberry, 
and creamy sweet rice custard. Slightly sweeter 
than Nigori Crème de Sake, its milky-white 
appearance previews the characteristically full, 
smooth palate of the nigori sake. 

Alcohol: 14%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1012, 12/720ML ITEM#1018, 6/1.5L; #1019, 12/750ML; #1020, 12/375ML

SHO CHIKU BAI NIGORI CRÈME DE SAKE ALADDIN NIGORI HOMARE
Milky-white Nigori Crème de Sake radiates 
aromas of melon, marshmallow, and cream, with 
a slightly smooth, fulsome texture and flavors of 
melon and vanilla ice cream. Slightly less sweet 
than Takara’s Nigori Silky Mild, its finish is lightly 
savory, with hints of salt and spice.

Nigori sake indicates unfiltered and fresh sake. 
Expressing the diversity of sake, this bottling has 
vivid aromas unfolding with layers of banana and 
pear. 

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): FUKUSHIMA, JAPAN

ITEM#1022, 12/300ML ITEM#3626, 12/300ML

STRABERRY NIGORI HOMARE KIZAKURA COCONUT NIGORI
Nigori sake is roughly filtered sake after 
fermentation is completed. This bottle is made 
from nigori sake and natural strawberry juice. 
Mildness and creaminess from nigori sake and 
fresh sweet sourness from natural strawberry 
juice create a unique and luscious taste. This is 
good for aperitif or digestif. 

"Kizakura Coconuts Nigori" has a tropical flavor 
that has great presence of sweetness and fresh 
taste. Once drink it, brings you to the beach 
resort, and make you have extraordinary 
experience. 

Alcohol: 7%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): FUKISHIMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 9.5%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): KYOTO, JAPAN

ITEM#3627, 6/300ML ITEM#3628, 12/300ML

KIZAKURA MATCHA NIGORI KIZAKURA NIGORI
Kizakura twists traditional sake with a new flavor 
of Kyoto Matcha. It has a light Matcha flavor with 
milky and sweet honeydew flavor with a hint of 
pistachio.

Nigori sake is roughly filtered and often called 
cloudy sake.  To make Nigori Sake, coarse filters 
are used to allow small sake lees to remain in the 
sake. Kizakura Nigori sake has a fresh & light 
flavor, and low-alcohol content. It has a semi-
sweet and sour taste and it should be easy to be 
taken by sake beginners and women.

Alcohol: 10%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): KYOTO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 9.5%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): KYOTO, JAPAN

ITEM#3629, 12/300ML ITEM#3630, 12/300ML

KIZAKURA NIGORI TOKURI KUKAI NIGORI MANGO
"Creating a harmony of milky, mildly sweet and 
sour taste". Traditional Kyoto style label in the 
palm-sized bottle.

Milky orange in color, Nigori features a soft 
mouthful and light, refreshingly sweet, mango 
taste.

Alcohol: 10%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): KYOTO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 7%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): KOCHI, JAPAN

ITEM#3631, 20/180ML ITEM#3633, 12/300ML


